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● Project basic working system due this Thu Apr 4

○ 1-2 pages, in ACL LaTeX format that final report will be in
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Course logistics: project



● No in-person lecture on Mon Apr 8 (solar eclipse) 

○ Video lecture to watch asynchronously on Canvas
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Course logistics: classes

Images credit: Newsweek, Lansing State Journal



● No in-person lecture on Mon Apr 8 (solar eclipse) 

○ Video lecture to watch asynchronously on Canvas
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Course logistics: classes

● 1 point of extra credit offered for attending the following lectures
○ Check next to your name on the paper in front of the class

Images credit: Newsweek, Lansing State Journal
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● History of machine translation (MT)

● Translation in practice

● Exercise: translate some Tajik

● Why is translation difficult?

● Parallel corpora

○ Sentence alignment
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Overview: Machine translation part 1
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Slide adapted from Lori Levin

● Mapping a “text” in a source language to a target language

“I went to the store to buy eggs” “Eu fui à loja comprar ovos”

Translation
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History of machine translation
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MT history: hype vs reality

Slide adapted from Mohit Iyyer, Richard Socher



● Roughly 1950s

● Research stopped in the US for 
about 15-20 years after a 1967 
report deemed it impossible

● Research resumed in the US in the 
early 1980s
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When did people start using computers to translate?

Slide adapted from Lori Levin, Chris Manning



Slide adapted from Lori Levin

Human linguists wrote elaborate rules involving syntax, semantics, etc
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What did early MT systems look like?



Since the late 1980s, Machine Translation researchers have been using 
parallel corpora to train Machine Translation systems.
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Learning to translate from data

Figure credit: Wolfram Data Repository
Slide adapted from Lori Levin



● Core idea: Learn a probabilistic model from data
● For French -> English, we want to find best English sentence y, given 

French sentence x
● Use Bayes Rule to break this down into two components to be 

learned separately:
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Statistical machine translation (1990s-2010s)

Slide adapted from 
Chris Manning



● The best SMT systems were extremely complex
○ Hundreds of important details

● Systems had many separately-designed subcomponents
○ Lots of feature engineering
○ Need to design features to capture particular language phenomena

● Required compiling and maintaining extra resources, like tables of 
equivalent phrases
○ Lots of human effort to maintain

● Repeated effort for each language pair
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Statistical machine translation (1990s-2010s)

Slide adapted from Chris Manning



● Single end-to-end neural network
● Encoder-decoder (sequence-to-sequence, seq2seq) framework
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Neural machine translation (2010s on)

Slide adapted from 
Chris Manning
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Translation in practice
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Machine translation is a $3 billion market

Translation of text

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Machine translation is a $3 billion market

Translation of speech

Person: Alexa, how do you say,  “I hate this movie” in Japanese.

Alexa: “I hate this movie” in Japanese is “Kono eiga wa kirai da.”

Person : Alexa, how do you say, “I hate this movie in Japanese” in 
Japanese.

Alexa: “I hate this movie in Japanese” in Japanese is “Kono eiga wa 
nihongo de wa kirai da.”

Real time translation of meetings is also now viable.

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Most translation is still done by human translators

https://slator.com/translation-localization-industry-grows-in-2021-to-usd-26bn/
Image credit: AMN Healthcare
Slide adapted from Lori Levin

https://slator.com/translation-localization-industry-grows-in-2021-to-usd-26bn/


Images credit:  https://www.languageconnections.com/blog/7-hilarious-machine-translation-mistakes/ 

● Checking and correcting of machine translation by humans is called 
post-editing
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Post-editing and computer-assisted translation

Evacuation Ladder Do not yell
Slide adapted from Lori Levin

https://www.languageconnections.com/blog/7-hilarious-machine-translation-mistakes/
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Why is translation difficult?
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Why not just look up each word in a dictionary and translate 
word-for-word?

Many-to-many mappings of words

Slide adapted from Lori Levin, Jurafsky & Martin, Hutchins & Somers
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Why not translate word-for-word: grammar distinctions

The grammars of some languages make distinctions that other languages 
don’t make:

● Russian kniga translates to English as the book or a book.
○ English grammar makes a distinction in definiteness
○ Russian grammar does not.

● English it translates to French il/le (masculine) or elle/la (feminine).
● English a translates to French as un (masculine) or une (feminine).

○ Une chaise (a chair) vs un livre (a book)
○ French grammar makes a distinction in gender
○ English grammar does not.

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Why not translate word-for-word: 
Different numbers of words to say the same thing

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Why not translate word-by-word: word order

Slide adapted from Lori Levin, Jurafksy & Martin

SVO (verb-medial)

SOV (verb-final)

VSO (verb-initial)
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Exercise: Tajik

Problem by Adriana Solovyova
Slide adapted from Lori Levin

дyyсти хуби ҳамсояй cумо a good friend of your neighbor
ҳамсояй дyyсти хуби cумо a neighbor of your good friend
ҳамсояй хуби дyyсти cумо a good neighbor of your friend

дyyсти ________
ҳамсояй ________
хуби ________
cумо ________             



● People in NLP and MT have reduced “language divergences” to six 
major word order features from WALS, or seven lexical features

● But language typology is a system of “morphosyntactic strategies”, of 
which there are 1000s
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What is difficult about translation?

Yellow:  X is big from Y, or X is big to Y
Red: X is big, exceeds Y
Grey: X is big, Y is small
Blue: X is big than Y

Slide adapted from Lori Levin



● MT researchers have made much progress on handling language 
divergence

● Use data from typologically similar languages
● Use a multilingual model trained on many typologically different 

languages
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But the picture is not so gloomy

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Why is translation difficult? Style and genre

Chinese: Daiyu alone at bed top think baochai.

English: Daiyu alone on the bed thought about baochai.

From “Dream of the Red Chamber”, Cao Xue Qin (1792)

Slide adapted from Patrick Fernandez, Graham Neubig, Xinyi Wang, Lori Levin



Parallel data is more likely to match styles (like literary style) than be an 
“exact” translation
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Why is translation difficult? Style and genre

From “Dream of the Red Chamber”, Cao Xue Qin (1792)

Slide adapted from Patrick Fernandez, Graham Neubig, Xinyi Wang, Lori Levin

Chinese:

English:



1. Collect a parallel corpus
2. Align sentences
3. Tokenization

○ Split words into sub-word units, e.g., using BPE (Byte Pair Encoding)
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Preparing for machine translation

Slide adapted from Lori Levin
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Parallel corpora
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● Europarl: Proceedings of the European Parliament; 21 languages; up 
to 2 million sentences

● United Nations Parallel Corpus: 10 million sentences in Arabic, 
Chinese, English, French, Russian, Spanish

● OpenSubtitles: movie and TV subtitles

● ParaCrawl: 223 million sentences in 23 EU languages
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Parallel corpora examples

Slide adapted from Lori Levin, Jurafsky & Martin



● For many languages, the only parallel text is the Christian Bible.
● Low-resource MT is a large area of research

○ How to leverage monolingual texts (backtranslation)
○ Humans in the loop
○ Leverage multilingual models
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What about parallel corpora for the other 7000 languages?

Slide adapted from Lori Levin



● When doing NLP work, please name the languages you are working 
with
○ “Always name the language(s) you’re working on”

● Don’t just assume the “default” language is English and work on 
other languages is “language specific”

● English has particularities
○ Massive amounts of training data available
○ Relatively fixed word order
○ Few inflectional forms per word
○ Orthography: words indicated by whitespace, roughly phone-based
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The “Bender Rule” [Bender 2019]



● Modern machine translation methods use the neural 
encoder-decoder framework

● MT is often used in conjunction with human translators

● Language divergences (in word meaning, syntax structure, etc) make 
MT difficult

● Parallel corpora are used for training MT systems
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Conclusion
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Questions?


